Over the last four years, we have been using both MERLIN and the VLA to regularly observe a sample of nearby starburst galaxies, looking for new radio supernovae in order to investigate their starformation rates, and monitoring the fluxes of known compact objects within each galaxy.
The Monitoring Programme
The monitoring programme is designed to investigate the starformation rates in a sample of nearby starburst galaxies. The starformation rate (SFR) is an important parameter which can be measured using a variety of methods. In principle, the supernova rate provides an independent estimate of the SFR, and radio searches for core collapse supernovae have the advantage that extinction is not an issue. The galaxies in the sample were selected from Condon et al [5] : all are starbursts within 30 Mpc, have IRAS counterparts and fluxes greater than 90 mJy at 4.85 GHz. The sample is observed every three or four months to search for new compact objects. Observing with this frequency easily allows new core collapse events to be spotted as they tend to be radio bright on time-scales of several months to many years. So far, we have completed eleven epochs of observations, detected several RSN events and put limits on the early radio emission for others detected in other wavebands. Table 1 lists the supernovae observed as part of this project over the last four years along with their locations, whether they were detected, and either their peak fluxes or 3σ limits in cases where no detection was made.
Most of the observations in the monitoring programme have been carried out using either the VLA or full MERLIN during regular scheduled sessions. The VLA is used when in A or B configurations, MERLIN is used at other times when the VLA is in more compact configurations which lack the required resolution. Some supernovae events have occurred during the MERLIN summer engineering period when few telescopes are available. During these periods we have been using all available antennas to observe these transient events. Often this involves using a single baseline which, while clearly unsuitable for imaging, does allow flux measurements to be made. Such observations have resulted in detections and light curves for several supernovae which otherwise might not have been observed.
Starformation Rates
A search for new supernovae in a sample of Southern hemisphere galaxies found no events by searching pairs of archival images for sources which appear in the later images [8] . No new sources were detected in the pilot survey, but limits on the supernova rates were calculated for each galaxy in their sample. By using a similar method, estimates for the radio supernova rates in galaxies in the monitoring sample can be determined. First the 'control time' (the time during which a given event could be detected, i.e. the number of years during which the received flux density is above the noise level of the telescope) is calculated. The 'surveillance time' is then the control time multiplied by the optical blue magnitude of the galaxy in units of 10 10 L . An estimate of the supernova rate is then obtained by dividing the number of supernovae detected per year during the survey by the surveillance time. For the monitoring sample, only two galaxies give results for SN2004dj-like events (a peak of 2 mJy at a distance of 3.3 Mpc) since most have either zero observed SNe over the three years of the programme to date, or zero surveillance time due to their distance. For brighter J1048-like events (a 5 GHz estimated peak of 2.4 mJy at 13.3 Mpc), half the sample have non-zero estimated rates while the rest have upper limits as shown in Table 1 . These estimates are similar to previous estimates made using other methods (e.g. 0.05 SNe/year for M82, [6] ).
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Recent Results
2007gr: type Ib/c SN in NGC1058, discovered optically August 2007. This supernova was bright (magnitude 13.8 at a distance of 9 Mpc) and has been observed by many groups. The VLA detected early emission at 8.4 GHz [9] while the GMRT found no source at 1.4 GHz [4] . MERLIN observations using the Mk2, Darnhall and Defford telescopes found no source to a 3σ limit of 0.43 mJy/bm, to Sept 6 th [2] . eVLBI observations detected a 5.6σ source at 422 µJy on Sept 7 th [7] . MERLIN observations are continuing with all available antennas. J1120: RSN in NGC3628, discovered by this programme in Dec 2006 [3] . MERLIN observations carried out as part of the monitoring programme showed a new source in this galaxy with a flux density of 1.1 mJy at 5 GHz. Further observations in January 2007 failed to detect this source, implying that it decayed rapidly. This source was located in an optically-obscured region of the galaxy and no optical counterpart was seen by other observers. 
Future
Observations will continue for another year. When completed, in addition to the estimates of starformation rates, this survey will provide information on the long-term variability of known compact sources in the sample galaxies. This project is also a pilot for the upgraded e-MERLIN. Currently, MERLIN observations of transient and variable sources take many hours in order to provide sufficient sensitivity and u-v coverage. When the new system becomes operational, the
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greater data capacity and wide-band receivers will provide greatly enhanced imaging capabilities. "Snapshot" observations ideal for programmes such as this, which currently take several hours, will be carried out in a matter of minutes.
